We describe the development of a monitoring system which uses sensor observation data about discrete events to construct dynamically a probabilistic model of the world. This model is a Bayesian network incorporating temporal aspects, which we call a Dynamic Belief Network; it is used to reason under uncertainty about both the causes and consequences of the events being monitored. The basic dynamic construction of the network is data-driven. However the model construction process combines sensor data about events with externally provided information about agents' behaviour, and knowledge already contained within the model, to control the size and complexity of the network. This means that both the network structure within a time interval, and the amount of history and detail maintained, can vary over time. We illustrate the system with the example domain of monitoring robot vehicles and people in a restricted dynamic environment using light-beam sensor data. In addition to presenting a generic network structure for monitoring domains, we describe the use of more complex network structures which address two speci c monitoring problems, sensor validation and the Data Association Problem.
Introduction Monitoring
Monitoring is the process of observing the`world' and noticing events | interesting, unexpected, unusual, or potentially disastrous changes. Monitoring is done using sensors which provide observation 1 data from the world. At present, in the real world, surveillance/monitoring is often very simple-minded. Someone crosses a doorway, breaks an infra-read beam, and an alarm is signaled. Noti cation of an event is made but typically a human operator or security o ce has to use very limited information to make inferences about the nature, source or possible consequences and cost of the observed events in order to make a decision about what action to take; i.e. close down the plant, airport, transport system, seal all areas in the vicinity, etc. One approach is to apply more sensors and more discriminating sensors (e.g. 31]), which certainly provides the monitoring system with more observation data. However, it is not possible, regardless of how many sensors are used or how discriminating they are, to observe directly everything of interest, all the time, and with complete accuracy: the sensors available may not be able to make direct observations on everything of interest; there is always a limit to the temporal sampling; and all sensors are subject to noise and error. In this paper we describe the development of a monitoring system which uses the sensor observation data it receives to construct a probabilistic model of the world, and which then uses this model to reason under uncertainty about both the causes and consequences of the events being monitored.
Often the main focus of monitoring systems is change; for the speci c example of surveillance of agents, the focus is on movement. Robots and people move along continuous trajectories in space-time. The focus of interest of the monitoring system, however, is often more on sudden changes such as starting and stopping, or a de nite change of direction or speed. A monitoring system may also compare the observed motion with either a continuous or discrete expected motion. A schedule is a discrete trajectory which speci es the expectation of being at certain places at certain times. Commuters do not care about the movement of the train between stations (whether it goes at 40 miles an hour the whole way, or at 30 miles an hour for half the distance and 60 miles an hour for the rest) as long as it gets into their station on time, as published in the train timetable. Similarly, the monitoring system may focus on movement into or out of particular discrete regions, rather than the x-y co-ordinates of a path in space. In this paper we present a case study of model construction for discrete event monitoring, the example domain being monitoring robot vehicles and people in an environment divided into such discrete spatial regions. In this application data is obtain light-beam sensors, which divide the environment into regions of interest. These sensors perform continuous sampling and notify the system when a discrete event occurs, i.e. when some agent moves across the sensor from one region to another.
The conventional quantitative approach to such a tracking problem is to use a controller such as the Kalman Filter 21, 5] , which is based on the cycle: predict state, measure (i.e. sense), update state estimate. Such methods are inadequate for the type of monitoring and reasoning we address in this paper | based on smooth incremental change, they are unsuited to handling the coarse, comparatively sparse light beam sensor data. The symbolic representation within the dynamic belief network of various aspects of the world, and the events which occur, is more informative for monitoring gross change than the typically limited representation of state maintained by a Kalman lter. For example, when we have a vehicle moving along a corridor towards a junction, the only way a Kalman lter can articulate a mismatch between the predicted state (which assumed that the agent will continue moving forward) and the observed state (after the agent turns the corner) is for some discrepancy measure to increase in nitely. We are interested in problems that unfold over time, and for which the system's beliefs about the state also evolve over time, as alternative scenarios are reinforced or ruled out. Unlike conventional quantitative methods, the model construction system also maintains multiple possibilities and new data may update beliefs about the world prior to the previous time instance. Continuing the previous example, the system would maintain two alternatives -(1) the agent has turned the corner (2) the sensor data was wrong -until subsequent data resolves this currently local ambiguity.
Dynamic Model Construction
Bayesian or Belief networks 29] 1 are graphical probabilistic dependency models which integrate a mechanism for inference under uncertainty with a secure Bayesian foundation, were initially applied to static domains, where the network structure does not change over time 33, 25] . These approaches involved determining the network structure, supplying prior and conditional probabilities, adding or retracting evidence and repeating the inference algorithm for each change in the evidence. The complexity and size of networks for domains such as natural language understanding motivated work on the dynamic construction of belief networks 6, 7] . More recently, dynamic belief networks (DBNs) (also called temporal probabilistic networks 12, 13] , and dynamic causal probabilistic networks 23]) have been of interest as modeling tools for environments that change over time 23, 10, 14, 3] . For such applications, the network expands over time, as the state of each domain variable at di erent times is represented by a series of nodes. The monitoring system in this paper is based on the construction of such a dynamic belief network to represent the world and the events which occur in it.
There are a number of interesting aspects to our monitoring system's dynamic model construction. The network construction over time is data-driven 2 ; when the sensors provide information indicating that something of interest in the world has changed, the network is extended for an additional time slice. The network structure within a time slice may change over time in a number of ways. First, the time interval which each network slice covers varies. Some of the conditional probability distributions in the new slice being added may be functions of both this time interval and the external world time. Another way in which the network structure may change over time is with respect to the state space of individual nodes. In general, the state space of a variable is xed; for example, the state space of the node representing the agent's position will be all the regions in the environment. However, knowledge from the current posterior beliefs about the world state during the previous time interval and the conditional probability distribution for the general case (i.e. over the whole environment) may indicate that some value are impossible (for example, the agent was in one of X regions, and can only move into adjacent regions); this allows the system to perform automatic pruning of the node state space during model construction. Finally, the network structure for each time slice must change to re ect changes in the domain. For example, one sensor may detect new agents entering the domain through an external doorway which would require new nodes to be added, and the state space of other node to be expanded.
When considering control of model construction, a central issue is the size and level of detail of the model to be constructed 36]. The model construction algorithm must balance the bene ts of a larger model (it may be more detailed and more accurate) with the disadvantages (larger costs of construction and evaluation, the possibility of additional structural and parametric uncertainties). Node state space reduction within time slices reduces the complexity of the inference within the network. However, the system must perform some kind of network pruning since the network cannot continue to grow over time maintaining a complete history forever | some sort of \forgetting" must take place. One standard solution is to maintain a xed window, pruning one time slice for each added 14]. In this paper, we consider how knowledge contained in the network may be used to control the pruning procedure.
We describe a generic structure for the basic network dynamically constructed by our monitoring system. More complex network structures can represent additional information which may be useful to the monitoring system; we present two such network structures. First we show that the use of additional nodes to maintain a limited history of an agent's motion and model inertial properties of the agent to provide a solution to the tracking Data Association Problem, that of deciding which agent has given rise to an observation. The second type of structure addresses a key problem for monitoring systems, that of handling incorrect sensor data or sensor validation. We show how speci c types of incorrect sensor data can be modeled within the basic DBN and we describe an extension to the basic DBN, the addition of an invalidating node. This node models the status of the sensor as working or defective, providing a qualitative explanation of inconsistent data and allowing the DBN to handle both persistent and intermittent faults. For both these examples of more complex network structure, we consider the type of knowledge which may be contained within the existing model which might motivate the system to include the additional structure. Clearly, although the basic network expansion part of the model construction is data-driven, our model construction also depends on information already contained in the model { for example, deciding when to prune, or build more complex network structures, The organisation of this paper is as follows. Section 2 begins with a very brief introduction to Bayesian networks. We then describe the general monitoring system, which includes both the generic dynamic belief network structure for monitoring and the basic event/data-driven network dynamic construction. In Section 3 we present the basic dynamic belief network for the example domain of monitoring robot vehicles and people in a restricted dynamic environment using light-beam sensor data, with the initial assumption that the data is correct. In Sections 4 and 5 we describe the use of additional, more complex network structures which address two speci c monitoring problems, the tracking Data Association Problem and sensor validation, respectively. In the latter section we relax the assumption that the data is correct, showing how the monitoring system can handle incorrect data. In Section 6 we address additional aspects of model construction such as the automatic pruning of node state spaces during the model construction, and other changes in the DBN structure over time.
General DBN System for Monitoring
Belief networks are directed acyclic graphs, where nodes correspond to random variables, which we assume to take discrete values (although in general they need not be discrete). In this paper the variables pertain to the world state or the sensor observations. The relationship between any set of state variables can be speci ed by a joint probability distribution. The nodes in the network are connected by directed arcs, which may be thought of as causal or in uence links. The connections also specify the independence assumptions between nodes. Each node has associated with it a probability distribution, which, for each combination of the variables of the parent nodes (called a conditioning case), gives a probability of each value of the node variable. The probability distribution for a node with no predecessors is the prior distribution. Evidence can be speci ed about the state of any of the nodes in the network | root nodes, leaf nodes or intermediate nodes. This evidence is propagated through the network a ecting the overall joint distribution (as represented by the conditional probabilities). There are a number of exact inference algorithms available for performing belief updating 29]; these fall within the general classes of clustering, conditioning, and stochastic simulation. In this paper we are not concerned with the particular algorithm, but will generally refer to the \inference algorithm".
Types of Nodes
Dynamic belief networks for monitoring or planning applications have the following general characteristics. The nodes can be divided into general categories:
World nodes, which describe the central domain variables (for example, position, heading, velocity) variables;
Event nodes, which represent a change in the state of a world node; Observation nodes, which represent direct observations of world nodes, or the observable e ects of an event.
Figure 1: Generic structure for a dynamic belief network for planning and monitoring domains. Figure 1 shows the generic dynamic belief network structure for these node types. Time is discretized at irregular intervals, divided by the occurrence of discrete events. Each time slice within the network represents the static environment during that time interval. The structure within time slices is often regular. These networks are typically highly connected, particularly between adjacent time slices. Note that the network structure is Markovian, whereby the nodes at some time T i are in uenced only by the nodes at the same or the previous time point T i?1 , which constrains the state space to some extent.
The conditional probability distributions of nodes with parents in the previous time slice are usually a function of the time interval. Without the addition of the observation nodes to the DBN, performing belief updating on the network would provide prediction for the values of the world nodes, based solely on this underlying model. The addition of observation evidence to the DBN de nes the monitoring task.
Note the distinction between the two types of observation nodes in this model: O(T ) for the direct observation of a world variable, and O(T i ,T i+1 ) for the observation of a change in the state of a world node, that is, the observation of an event. Previous general Bayesian network models in the planning domain 14] contained only the former. However the observation of event nodes are important in that they provide information about what we are interested in | change in the world. They also provide the foundation for the dynamic construction of the network, identifying when the nodes for a new time slice should be added.
Let us assume that we have a network which contains at least one time slice, representing the static world state at time T. The dynamic construction algorithm is given in Figure 2 . Using the data-driven construction model (indicated by step 1), the dynamic construction of the network re ects the dynamic changes in the environment. The network expansion phase is done in steps 2 to 5. If step 6 (adding observation evidence) is omitted then the predictions made by the network, that is, the results after the inference algorithm has been applied, are based entirely on any initialisations and the probability distributions. This means that predictions can be made with no observation data at all, simply based on the domain model. Adding the data as evidence combines the prediction with the observation, changing the beliefs about the values of the world and event notes. Our experimental domain is that of robot vehicle monitoring. The environment (a laboratory in which a robot vehicle roams) is divided into regions by the light-beam sensors. The position of a moving agent (person or robot) is given by the region it is in. Each light-beam sensor provides data about a light-beam sensor crossing (BC): the direction of the crossing, and the time interval over which it occurred. We assume that the number of agents, N, in the environment and the spatial layout of M regions and P sensors is xed and known 3 Figure 3 (a) shows the example environment, which will be used throughout this paper; 3 parallel sensors divide the environment into 4 regions containing 2 agents. The same gure shows three di erent possible initial positions for the two agents, and the alternative con gurations after something has changed, i.e., at T+1. 
Domain Nodes
The world nodes are those that represent the world state space: agent position (POS), heading (HEAD) and the mobility (MOTION); the event nodes are those representing the actual physical sensor crossing which occurred (BC-ACT); the observation nodes are those for the crossing data provided by the sensor (BC-OBS). The distinction between actual and observed crossings is particularly useful because agents may cross a sensor in both directions during the observation data time interval, T BC , however the sensors only detect a single directional crossing. Table 1 gives a summary of the types of nodes, their states, and their function in the network. The position of an agent is given by the region in which it is. Using rectangular regions leads naturally to a discrete heading with four possible values and without loss of generality | one can simply move to an eight or sixteen point compass. If an agent is in region R, we say that its heading is either H N , H E , H S or H W , depending on its previous position. The s i states of the HEAD i (T) node mean that the heading of the agent when it entered the region was h i , but that it has been stationary Mobility of agent i; stat short for stationary Prior is expectation of movement between T and T+1 Belief is probability of movement between T and T+1 BC-ACTi nc,dir1,dir2,both Actual crossings of LB i; both represents agents crossing in both directions during BC data time interval BC-OBSi nc,dir1,dir2 BC Data from LB i: nc indicates no crossing, dir1, dir2 represent the 2 possible crossing directions since the previous time interval. This distinction between moving and stationary headings is necessary for maintaining the history of the agents' movement, required for the solution to the data association problem described in Section 4.
Static Connections
We now consider the connections between nodes within the same time interval.
World nodes The agent nodes and the detailed region nodes both individually contain all the information about which agents are in which regions. Once one set is known, the other will also be known exactly. Therefore the connections between the sets of nodes may be in either direction. However, if the arcs are from R to POS, many of the conditioning cases in the probability distribution are impossible: for example, R 1 (T)^R 2 (T) 6 = 0 (where^is a logical AND of bit strings) implies that that two regions contain the same agent. There are a number of ways to enforce constraints on conditioning cases, but since the constraint that an agent can only be in one region at a time is given naturally by the POS to R connection, we choose to use that connection. There is an arc from each POS node to each R node. The probability distribution for the R nodes is as follows. P(R x =d k j POS 1 =r j1 , POS 2 =r j2 , ..., POS N =r jN ) = 1 where k is in binary and the i-th bit = 1 if (r ji =r x ), and is zero otherwise. = 0 otherwise.
The prior probabilities of the initial MOTION nodes, are based on the expected mobility m of the agents. We assume that the mobility xed for the whole interval T:
After belief updating, the posterior beliefs for the action nodes indicate the inferred action of the agent given the MOTION node priors, and the observation evidence.
Event and Observation nodes With the inclusion of the both state, the BC-ACT i (T) node represents an ideal light-beam sensor, whereas the BC-OBS i node represents a light-beam sensor crossing observation. We see in subsequent sections the bene ts of explicitly distinguishing between the physical movement across the sensor that may occur (i.e., adding the both state) and the sensor data generated by it. It gives a more precise representation of the world and forces us to deal explicitly with the limitations of the sensor in detecting double directional movement of agents across it. The probability distribution for BC-OBS x is: P(BC-OBS i =dir1 j BC-ACT i = dir1) = 1 P(BC-OBS i =dir2 j BC-ACT i = dir2) = 1 P(BC-OBS i =dir2 j BC-ACT i = both) = 0.5 P(BC-OBS i =dir1 j BC-ACT i = both) = 0.5 P(BC-OBS i =nc j BC-ACT i = nc) = 1
Dynamic Connections
We now consider connections between nodes in successive time intervals.
World Connections Arcs are added from POS i (T) and MOTION i (T) to POS i (T+1) (see Figure 4 ).
The probabilities for the future position of an agent, given that its initial position is known, depend on its mobility. One possible model of the agent's movement is that, if the agent moves, with equal probability it moves to any of its adjacent (across a sensor) regions. For the moment we assume that the agent's heading does not in uence its likely movement; we relax this assumption in Section 4. This model is represented by the following probability distribution for POS i (T+1):
= 1/n where n is the number of neighbours of R j .
HEAD(T) POS(T) HEAD(T+1) POS(T+1) MOTION(T)

Figure 4: Dynamic connections between POS, MOTION and HEAD nodes
Note that we have made the simplifying assumption that the probability distribution for POS i (T+1) is independent of the time interval. In practice, it would depend both on the time interval, the speed of the agent, and the dimensions of the regions. As a simple illustration, in our example domain, suppose that the agent moves from region r 1 to r 2 during the interval T-1, the agent has a maximum speed of s max , and region r 2 has width w. If time interval T is of duration less than w=s max , then P(POS(T + 1) = r 2 jPOS(T) = r 2 , MOTION(T) = move) = 1.
World | Event Node Connections The two main representations for connecting world and observation nodes are based on particular \views" of light-beam sensor crossings. A light-beam sensor crossing is caused by (1) a change of contents of adjacent regions, where the agents that one regions loses are acquired by its adjacent (across the particular sensor) region; (2) an agent changing its position. The monitoring system can choose between these structures for a particular time interval tween which structure you wanted to use depending on whether it is more interested in knowing about contents of regions or about the position of individual agents.
Rk(T) Rj(T)
Rk ( The general structure for connecting region nodes to event nodes is shown in Figure 5 . For simplicity we are assuming no subsections in the light-beam sensors. For each pair of adjacent regions r j and r k , there is an event node, BC-ACT jk , which has 4 predecessors, the T and T+1 instances of the j and k regions nodes. The probability distributions for the BC-ACT jk nodes are straightforward to calculate, although unnecessarily large, since many of the conditioning cases are impossible. The second representation involves viewing a BC as the di erence between the states of successive instances of the same agent. If we connected every POS i (T) and POS i (T+1) node to each BC-ACT node, then we could work out the probability distribution for the BC-ACT node; but, for N agents and M regions, the number of conditioning cases would be M 2N . However it is possible to structure the network, by introducing an additional intermediate level of node to represent the change in the agent position, (i.e., by introducing independence assumptions), to reduce the size of the joint distributions. Details of this structure are given in 28]. The choice of network structure will depend on whether the monitoring system's focus is on the contents of regions or about the position of individual agents; this focus, and hence the choice of network structure, may change over time.
Both these alternatives structures are based on a model which views the light-beam sensor crossings as a result of agent motion. We considered a data-driven model, in which the next position of an agent (during T+1) depends on its previous position (during T) and the sensor crossing data. However this requires a model for the probability of a sensor crossing occurring, either in terms of the region contents or the agent positions during T, neither of which is intuitively appealing.
R1(T1) Figure 6 : The DBN spanning T 0 , T 1 and T 2 , using R to BC connection, for the example environment of 4 regions and 2 agents.
In Figure 6 we show the network generated over three time intervals for the example scenario with the linear arrangement of 4 regions and 3 sensors, with 2 agents present in the environment (see Figure 3(a) ). The shaded nodes indicate those for which evidence is added | the agent's initial position and two sets of sensor crossing data.
Results
The results for the robot monitoring DBN presented in this paper were generated by a Lisp implementation of the DBN system based on the belief network development environment IDEAL 34], using Kyoto Common Lisp, on a Sparc-2. The inference algorithm used was the Jensen version of the LauritzenSpiegelhalter clustering algorithm, currently the fastest exact inference algorithm available. 4 We use the example environment shown in Figure 3(a) . We consider the results for 4 separate runs after inference on the monitoring DBN for this example environment, shown diagrammatically in Figure 7 . For each run, the beliefs about the agent's position (i.e., the POS nodes) are shown for the time slices T 0 (above) and T 1 (below), separated by the sensor observation data. 5 Inferred beliefs about an agent's position are displayed diagrammatically as follows. The shading of the region indicating the strength of the inferred belief that this is that agent's position during the particular time slice. Solid black indicates a belief of 1 | it is known that the agent is in this region; white regions indicate a belief of 0 | it is known that the agent is not in this region. Beliefs between 0 and 1 label the region. In each case, the prior for the MOTION nodes was m = 0.1. RUN 1: When no data is added (i.e. BC-OBS is not instantiated), we see the predictions based on the agent's motion model. RUN 2: Knowing the initial position of the agents, and adding data that each of the sensors produces, the DBN system infers the correct position of the agents at T+1; RUN 3: If no negative data (i.e., NC) is added, movement of the agents is not totally constrained; RUN 4: If an observation of a crossing in one direction is made, an agent may also cross in the opposite direction.
The Data Association Problem
The Data Association Problem (DAP) involves deciding which agent has given rise to an observation. In conventional tracking systems 31], where each single agent is tracked by a lter, this involves choosing which pieces of data to use to update a lter. In single tracking cases the data is considered to have two possible sources: the agent or \clutter". A match is made if the observation is within the validation region for the estimate of the expected agent position, otherwise the observation is discarded as clutter. The validation region is based on the previous position and movement (speed and heading) of the 4 Note that the performance of this algorithm was basically exponential in the number of agents and the number of regions. 5 The cases where no sensor data is added to the DBN are included to illustrate the predictive component of the DBN; during actual dynamic network construction some positive data will be received (step 1) and evidence added (step 6). agent, assuming smooth movement. For multiple agent tracking, an observation that does not match a particular agent may be clutter or another (possibly new) agent. Assuming that each agent only generates one datum per observation step, the DAP may be speci ed as: given N tracks and n data points, which data points should be associated with which track? Consider Figure 8 (based on 31, Figure 4 .1]). For (a), data association is unambiguous: z 1 to POS 1 , z 2 to POS 3 , z 3 new track, or discarded as clutter. In (b) the validation regions overlap, so each track is associated with the \best possible" data point. The multiple hypothesis method for this association is optimal but has exponential complexity; a number of sub-optimal methods have been proposed 31]. Consider the example in Figure 9 . The initialisation at time T 0 is AGENT 1 in region R x and AGENT 2 in region R y . Suppose that unambiguous sensor data between T 0 and T i results in a single world state at T i ; they are both in region R 5 (see Figure 10 (a) ). Suppose the next sensor cross evidence is BC-OBS 3 = dir1 (Figure 10 (b) ). The posterior beliefs of the basic DBN described in the previous section, with this evidence, depends on the agents' mobility priors; Figure 10 quantitative multiple hypothesis method, in that it generates all 3 alternative world states POS 1 only moves to R 3 , POS 2 only moves to R 3 , both agents move to R 3 ], which it maintains implicitly. We added the additional constraint that only one agent makes the crossing, adding evidence that (#R 2 = 1), to directly compare the probability of one agent moving as opposed to the other, excluding the BOTH alternative. The di erent mobilities (as given by the MOT priors) clearly provide one possible solution to the data association problem. However these priors are computed externally, and while they may be functions of the time, they do not use information from the network about the previous movement of the agent. Using only the basic DBN the monitoring system cannot use information about the agent's previous movement, such as that they are heading in di erent directions; for our example, if we expect agents to tend to move in straight lines, then the system should generate a stronger belief that AGENT 1 made the crossing. We must represent in some way how long an agent has been doing the same thing. Since we constrain the DBN to be Markovian for complexity reasons, we are limited to adding connection between successive time slices.
History Nodes
We introduce the notion of a history node, which maintains a count of how long the agent has been exhibiting one type of behaviour (moving, stationary, moving in the same direction, etc). There is one of each type of history node for each agent during each time frame: its states are c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , ... c max ]. It is connected to the previous history node, and to previous and current world nodes. We describe here two types of history nodes, HM and HD.
The history node HM maintains a count of agent movement. The connections to HM are shown in Figure 11 ; the heading node provides information as to whether the agent has moved with its s i and h i states. If the agent has moved, then the count is incremented, unless the maximum count, mx, has been reached. If the agent is stationary then the count is decremented, unless it is already the minimum, i.e., c 0 . The probability distribution for the HM i (T) node (for a count increment and decrement of 1) is: The history node HD maintains a count of how long the agent been heading in the same direction (connections shown in Figure 11 ). If the agent has moved and the current heading is the same as the last, the count increases, unless the maximum count, mx, has been reached. If the agent has not moved The HM and HD nodes may be used to bias the position estimates, by adding connections to MOT(T) and POS(T+1), respectively (see Figure 11) . If an agent is stationary, it must remain in the same region. If it is moving, it must move to one of the n adjacent regions; adding the history node changes these conditional probabilities. The new probability distribution for POS i (T+1) representing the directional inertia of an agent is: where the 3-ary predicate adj(r j ,r k ,h) is de ned as true when agents can move from region r j to region r k in one step by moving in heading h y 6 . Using the HM history nodes we can represent one of two assumptions: either (1) moving agents tend to keep moving; or (2) the longer an agent has been stationary, the more likely it is to start moving. The reasoning is similar, so we will describe case (1) only. Suppose that m min is the unbiased mobility of the agent m that did not take into account the movement history of the agent. The more the agent has been moving, as indicated by the count, the higher the mobility becomes. We also specify a maximum mobility for the agent, m max , which will be based on a model of the agent. We use m min , m max , mx and the HM count to construct the probability distribution for MOT i (T): 
Experimental Results
In the following results, the mobility m (for use with HD) of both agents is 0.1, m min and m max (for use with HM) are 0.1 and 0.5 respectively, and both agents are initially in R 5 facing east (HEAD=h E ) (i.e. the T 0 position given in Figure 10 (a) ).
We ran the inference algorithm on the network containing two time slices, T 0 and T 1 , for a range of count initialisations, with crossing data { LB 3 has a dir2 crossing, i.e. R 5 to R 3 , and all other sensors are not crossed (see Figure 10 (b)) { with (a) HM counts, using the \moving agents tend to keep moving" model and (b) HD counts. (Again the crossing is limited to one agent to show clearly the relative probabilities of the two alternatives.) The results are shown diagrammatically in Figure 12 . Instead of the equal likelihood of AGENT 1 and AGENT 2 making the crossing, the probabilities for AGENT 1 generating the crossing data are higher than those for AGENT 2 . As the count HD 1 (HM 1 ) increases, while the count for HD 2 (HM 2 ) remains constant, the di erence in the relative beliefs increases. While this example of the inertial model uses only one time step, an initial value of count greater than 0 illustrates the e ect if the monitoring process is run over more time steps. The history nodes clearly provide the additional internal information required for a solution to the DAP in our domain.
Using History nodes
The monitoring system decides during dynamic model construction when to use history nodes. It does this using combined query-driven and internal knowledge-driven mechanisms.
As we have seen, di erent alternatives are maintained implicitly in the posterior beliefs of individual nodes of the DBN. If the monitoring system is required to provide information of the form \this alternative is the most likely" , then the alternative could be obtained by a method such as that of Santos ' 20] , which produces successively most likely explanations, or alternatives, using linear programming techniques, in time approaching linear. (usually two) most likely alternatives. Based on this knowledge maintained in the network the system uses the additional network structure of history nodes if the most likely alternative is not su ciently more likely than the next. The two types of history nodes represent basic kinds of movement | random and directional | we are interested in. Obviously di erent functions may be used to compute the probability distributions for the history nodes and POS(T+1). Other history nodes may be used; for example, a history node re ecting how long an agent has moved on schedule may be used with the externally provided scheduled position to further bias the probabilities. Di erent agents in particular environments may require the combination of count functions to be altered. For example, if we are tracking a robot which is wandering around looking for rubbish, we would expect its movement to be more random than a robot whose task is to make deliveries between a series of work-stations; for the former, HM would be given greater emphasis, the latter, HD. It is possible to compare the predicted beliefs with the observation updated beliefs to learn the agent motion models represented by the motion priors and the count functions 28].
Sensor Validation
In this section we address the problem of sensor validation for the robot monitoring domain. We begin with a review of quantitative approaches.
Quantitative Methods
Quantitative approaches to tracking and sensor validation involve a noise model; random perturbations which usually have only a small e ect. For the usual case of unbiased estimators, a Gaussian model is adequate and is optimal for white noise. (If the estimators are biased, there are models for \coloured" noise). These are used for continuous variables. For discrete variables, a Poisson distribution is used instead of a Gaussian. To handle gross errors of the sort that are the focus here, a number of di erent techniques have been proposed. A threshold called a validation gate may be applied to the Gaussian. Alternatively, robust statistics 18, 15] may be used, where, for example, the error is a linear combination of two Gaussians. Finally non-parametric statistics have been developed; but they are more di cult to compute and analyse since they are non-linear.
Quantitative solutions to the DAP include certain techniques for handling observations which do not fall within the validation regions. One method is to discard them as \clutter", which is sometime called a false alarm 5 ]. An alternative is to initiate a new track (and hence lter) for such an observation and discontinue it after a certain time if no further data supports this hypothesis of a new agent. In some quantitative methods, track continuation 5, p. 255] is done to handle missing data. If the validation region is empty, the track is extrapolated. If a predetermined number of subsequent validation regions in a row are also empty, the track is dropped.
Incorrect Data for the Domain
Before we can extend the DBN to handle incorrect data, we must rst analyse what types of incorrect data may occur. Incorrect light-beam sensor data may be classi ed as follows:
Ghost Data: a sensor crossing is signaled but in fact never took place, a false positive. This corresponds to clutter, noise or general false alarms in quantitative methods.
Wrong Direction Data: a beam is broken, but the signaled direction of crossing is incorrect. The sensor data is inaccurate, rather than completely wrong; the sensor is certainly malfunctioning.
Missing Data: an agent moves from one region to another but no sensor crossing data is registered, a false negative. This corresponds directly to missed detection in quantitative methods.
Wrong Time Data: a sensor crossing does occur, and the direction is correct, however the time stamp is incorrect.
Consider again the example domain of 3 parallel sensors dividing the environment into 4 regions. Suppose we know that the agent is in region R 1 at time T. The observation BC-OBS 3 of either direction of crossing must be ghost data. However if we know the agent is in region R 1 and the next data received is BC-OBS 1 = dir2, then this may be either ghost data or wrong direction data. Obviously we are not always able to determine immediately that data is incorrect: this may depend on the combination of data received. Suppose that we do not know the location of the only agent in the environment and that we receive two pieces of data: BC-OBS 1 = dir1 and BC-OBS 3 = dir2. Received together, the two observations are not mutually compatible, they are inconsistent; one must be a ghost crossing (or they both might be). If they are observed sequentially, there may have been some missing crossings, or again one or both are ghost data. We want to represent these as possible but competing alternatives, and to allow subsequent data to support a particular alternative. In this paper we do not deal with the possibility that both ghost and wrong direction data could be caused by an agent which the system does not know about; we assume that all initialisation information is correct and that no new agents appear. The main point to be noted for both ghost and wrong direction data is that there is an observation node with evidence in the DBN which directly represents the incorrect data.
We have based the DBN on the assumption that the time frames are determined by the sensor data which corresponds to a change of state, i.e., an agent has moved between regions. Missing data means that an agent has moved undetected to another region. In some situations we can model this missing data within the existing DBN expansion and inference algorithm. Suppose, for example, there is a missing crossing for sensor LB 1 , and an observation is received for another sensor, LB 2 . While adding the received observation, BC-OBS 2 = dir1, we create a negative data node for the rst sensor, BC-OBS 1 = nc, which represents the missing crossing (although with incorrect time stamp). However if nothing has changed, the network has not been expanded, and there is not even an incorrect nc signal recorded; this may cause a subsequent detected sensor signal that would be considered ghost data, or wrong direction data. The higher level reasoning and additional expansion of the DBN which is required to handle this missing data is given in 28] .
If the time stamp is incorrect but the temporal order of the observation data nodes added to the network is correct, then wrong time data will only a ect the system's temporal reasoning, for example comparing against schedules and predictions. If the error in the time stamp is wrong to the extent that the order of the BC nodes is wrong, this will generate problems of missing data and ghost crossings. Such incorrect ordering of data cannot be handled within the network and is not considered in this paper.
Handling incorrect data within the basic DBN
The basic DBN does not handle incorrect data; it nds the evidence impossible and rejects it. When this occurs the system can modify the existing DBN to provide a mechanism for handling certain kinds of incorrect data.
The rst three types of incorrect data which we identi ed above involve a discrepancy between the sensor crossing data received by the DBN controller, and the crossing which actually took place. We have already modeled the distinction between the crossing which took place and the data received by creating the two types of sensor crossing node, BC-ACT and BC-OBS. The modi cation to the existing DBN involves changing the probability distribution for the BC-OBS node. Instead of using binary values, we represent the uncertainty in the network itself, as the probability distribution entries for each BC-OBS x become: P(BC-OBS=dir1jBC-ACT=dir1) = p ok P(BC-OBS=dir2jBC-ACT=dir1) = (1-p)/2 wrong P(BC-OBS=ncjBC-ACT=dir1) = (1-p)/2 miss. P(BC-OBS=dir1jBC-ACT=dir2) = (1-p)/2 wrong P(BC-OBS=dir2jBC-ACT=dir2) = p ok P(BC-OBS=ncjBC-ACT=dir2) = (1-p)/2 miss. P(BC-OBS=dir1jBC-ACT=nc) = (1-q)/2 ghost P(BC-OBS=dir2jBC-ACT=nc) = (1-q)/2 ghost P(BC-OBS=ncjBC-ACT=nc) = q ok
In each case we make the default assumption that incorrect data of di erent types is equally likely. The con dence in the observation is given by some value based on a model of the sensor's performance and is empirically obtainable; p is the sensitivity of the positive sensor data, q is the speci city of the negative sensor data (or, 1-q is the probability of ghost data). We have modeled positive data being ghost or wrong direction data as being equiprobable | this need not be the case and can be replaced by any alternative plausible values. Likewise for negative data, although the equiprobable direction of the actual crossing seems intuitively reasonable. T3 to T4 nc nc dir2 Figure 13 shows the beliefs inferred by the DBN after each new observation is received and the network expanded. Each row of example diagrams shows the updated beliefs for the position of the agent at some time T. The observations are shown between the appropriate rows. Each column corresponds to the belief at some time T for the position of the agent over time, i.e. shows the inferred trajectory. We make the following observations on these results.
Beliefs during T 0 : 4 alternatives are being maintained explicitly, all equally probable. Beliefs during T 1 : The DBN is nearly certain that the POS moved R 1 to R 2 . The initial beliefs (i.e. 8 This model includes observations as speci c evidence for a variable, the BC-OBS node. One possible alternative would be to model the uncertainty in the accuracy of the observation by using virtual evidence 29], which is given as a likelihood ratio of the states of the BC-OBS node. Since the BC-OBS evidence is the physical output of a sensor, we prefer to enter it as speci c evidence and model the di erence between the observation from the sensor and the actual crossing within the DBN itself. the 0th instance) have been revised, indicating that the POS was very likely to have been in R 1 . If the data was ghost data (considered unlikely), there is a small chance that the agent started in R 2 , R 3 or R 4 . There is also the alternative that the crossing occurred but in the opposite direction. Hence the belief for R 2 (ghost plus wrong direction alternatives) is larger than R 3 and R 4 (ghost only).
Beliefs during T 2 : The system now maintains 5 alternatives for <BC-OBS 1 (T 1 ),BC-OBS 3 (T 2 )>: <correct,ghost>, <ghost,correct>, <wrong direction,ghost>, <ghost,wrong direction>, <ghost,ghost>.
The rst two alternatives have the same probabilities and are considered the most likely (i.e. approaching 0.5 probability).
Beliefs during T 3 : The additional BC-OBS 3 (T 3 ) crossing (from R 3 to R 4 ) acts as support for the BC-OBS 3 (T 2 ) observation being correct; belief(BC-ACT 3 (T 2 ) = dir2) = 0.8761 and belief(BC-ACT 1 (T 1 ) = nc) = 0.9265, i.e., BC-OBS 1 (T 0 ) was probably ghost data.
Beliefs during T 4 :
The additional BC-OBS 3 (T 4 ) crossing is further support for the alternative that the rst observation was ghost data and second correct; belief(BC-ACT 1 (T 1 )=nc) = 0.996 and belief(BC-ACT 3 (T 2 )=nc) = 0.9484. The DBN has inferred that the agent is probably initially in R 4 ; belief(POS 1 (T 0 )=r 4 ) = 0.9520. 
Explaining bad data as a defective sensor
The modi cation to the DBN described in the previous section provides a mechanism for handling (by implicitly rejecting) certain inconsistent data. It represents adequately the underlying assumptions about the data uncertainty, however it does not provide an explanation of why the observed sensor data might not re ect the actual crossing. We want to represent the most usual source of incorrect data, namely a defective sensor. We adapt an idea that has been used in other research areas, that of a moderating or invalidating condition. In the social sciences and psychology, the term \moderator" is used for an alternative variable that \messes up" or \moderates" the relationship between other variables 40, 37] . A similar idea has been used in expert system research; in 2] such nodes are called \invalidators", and similar nodes are also used in 1]. Of course, this idea is also familiar to the AI community; Winston 39] described the notion of a censor, which acts as an \unless" condition: if a BC-ACT occurs, then BC-OBS will be generated unless the sensor is defective.
We add a node, BC-INV, the invalidating node, which has two states, work, def], short for \working" and \defective". It is connected as a predecessor of BC-OBS. The probability distribution for BC-OBS for ghost data, wrong direction data, and missing data is given by: We explicitly represent how likely it is that the sensor is working correctly by the prior probabilities for BC-INV, which can be obtained from empirical data; p is now explicitly the prior belief that the sensor is working.
Results Figure 14 shows the results from running the inference algorithm with the BC-INV nodes added on an example where the initial position of the agent is known (R 1 ) with no observation and for 3 alternative observations (A, B and C as shown). The additional beliefs inferred for the BC-INV nodes having state def are shown in the gure under the appropriate sensor (in row labelled P(def)). For cases A and B, the DBN infers that all nc observations for sensors LB 2 and LB 3 are correct (i.e. BC-INV = work) because there were no agents in adjacent regions to move across these sensors. In case C, the DBN infers correctly that sensor LB 3 must be defective (i.e. BC-INV 3 = def); there is a small possibility that the nc observation for sensor LB 1 may be incorrect, if there is missing data. sensors and 1 agent, which is initially in R 1 , given alternative observations. p = 0.99.
Modeling sensor status over time
The invalidating node provides the explicit representation of the cause of incorrect data | a defective sensor. However, there is no connection between successive BC-INV nodes, which means no correlation between the working status of a sensor at di erent times. If the DBN infers that a sensor is defective at some time T because the data received has been wrong, it should also a ect the interpretation put on subsequent (and possibly earlier) data from that sensor. To provide such a model of the sensor, we assume that at the initial time T 0 all BC-INV i (T 0 ) nodes have some prior such as described above. At each time step, a copy is made of all the BC-INV nodes (whether or not any data is received for that sensor), and each is connected to its successor (see Figure 15 ). The probability distribution for each BC-INV(T+1) is then given by:
where d is a degradation factor and X is related to the consistency of the fault.
The degradation factor d is the probability that a sensor which has been working during the previous time interval has begun to respond defectively. It is based on a model of the expected degradation of the sensor and is a function of the time between sensor readings.
Persistent and intermittent faults There are two general models for a defective sensor: an intermittent fault, which means that not every signal from the sensor is incorrect; or a persistent fault, that manifests itself for each observation. One method for modeling an intermittent fault is to make the variable X strictly positive. However if the DBN infers from the data that (i) BC-INV(T i ) = def, and (ii) BC-INV(T i+1 ) = work then the fault detected during T i cannot be passed on to T i+2 . An alternative is to have X = 0 all the time (i.e. once a sensor is known to be defective it remains defective) and change the probability distribution for BC-OBS to model that a defective sensor can still produce correct data:
A persistent fault may be modeled by X equals 0, but without the need to change the probability distribution for BC-OBS. An example of a persistent fault is the incorrect wiring of the sensor so that the crossing direction is wrong each signal. In practice, a controller will request con rmation of the status of the sensor, or receive information that it has been repaired. In this case, BC-INV(time-ofreport) will have no predecessors and the prior will re ect the con dence in the status report. Results from the DBN with the BC-INV(T) to BC-INV(T+1) connection for the same set of observations are shown in Figure 16 , p = 0.99, d = 0.01, X = 0. Since X = 0, when the rst sensor (case B) and the second sensor (case C) has been identi ed as de nitely defective, the DBN infers that the probability it was defective initially (BC-INV 3 (T 0 ) = def) is 0.5025.
Modeling di erent defects The current BC-INV node, with only two states, does not allow the explanation to distinguish between types of defects. We can increase the BC-INV states to work, def-ghost, def-dir, def-miss], for ghost data, wrong direction data and missing data respectively. Details of these additional states, as well as results for various combinations of p, d and X may be found in 28].
Using sensor validation structures
The monitoring system must decide during dynamic model construction when to add additional sensor validation structures using an internal knowledge-driven mechanism. This can be done using con icts in the data, or con icts between the data and the model, as described by Jensen et al. 19] . Often a hierarchical approach can be taken. If the basic DBN (which assume the data is correct) produces a contradiction, the initial modi cation to the probability distribution for BC-OBS nodes are made. A measure of con ict 19], based on probabilities for speci c con gurations, can be calculated and used to decompose global con ict into local con icts; this allows the system to target individual sensors for the additional structures involving the BC-INV node.
Aspects of Dynamic Model Construction
In general, the complexity of exact inference for multiply-connected networks such as the monitoring DBN is NP-hard 9]. Cooper suggests that the complexity problem should be tackled by designing e cient special-case, average-case and approximation algorithms, rather than searching for a general, e cient exact inference algorithm. Since the approximation task is also NP-hard 11], limiting the size of networks, and hence the search space, is crucial for ensuring computational feasibility. Other researchers who have encountered complexity have described the use of domain speci c knowledge and heuristics to reduce the search space. In addition, often a xed window over the past, present and future is used, restricting the expansion of the network by maintaining a limited past, but regardless of the amount of ambiguity about that past, or its importance.
It is clearly impractical to maintain a complete history of the past, or to maintain all alternative world scenarios no matter how unlikely. Nodes representing the past must be deleted at some stage, and the total state space restricted. We believe that such pruning or approximation decisions should follow from the topological structure, and the current beliefs and assumptions, of the network. In this section we show that pruning can be implemented by domain independent meta-reasoning, which result in the reproduction of domain speci c methods such as those by Dean et al. 14, pp.330-334] among others.
Pruning
Pruning the network consists of any of the following actions: deleting states from a particular node; removing the connection between two nodes; removing a node from the network (i.e. removing all connections to and from a node). Pruning may be exact (performed without loss of information) in certain restricted cases. More commonly, pruning is heuristic, for example maintaining a xed time window; it is then just one form of approximation. In our domain all uncertainty is modeled within the DBN and evidence is never retracted from the network, therefore we can say certain things about the network beliefs. If the belief for a node being in a particular state becomes 1 or 0 at some stage, then this belief will not change. More formally, if belief(V(T)=s 1 ) = 0 or belief(V(T)=s 2 ) = 1, after the inference algorithm has been run at some time T k > T, 8 T k > T, belief(V(T k )=s 1 ) = 0, or belief(V(T k )=s 2 ) = 1, respectively. The system may then be considered to know something: in the former case, it knows that node V(T) is not in state s 1 ; in the latter, it knows (the stronger fact) that node V(T) is in state s 2 . This knowledge, based on the internal network beliefs, is the basis for the pruning described in the remainder of this section.
It is possible to identify a subset of the world nodes, W 1 (T), ..., W q (T), within a time slice T, which represents either the entire world state, or the part we are interested in; we call these the designated world nodes. These nodes are chosen such that if their states are known, then nodes V(T k ), where T k < T, are no longer relevant to the overall goal of the inference. If 8i 2 1..q], 9 s belief(W i (T) = s) = 1, then the general pruning action is as follows. (1) Delete all nodes V(T k ), where T k < T. (2) Explicitly incorporate knowledge that W i (T) = s i . We explicitly incorporate the information that it is known to be in state s i by deleting all states except for state s i , reducing the state space. We can also use negative information in a similar way. If a node V(T) has no successors and if belief(V(T) = s) = 0, then we can delete state s. Information from the inference based on evidence in parts of the network now deleted can be retained to a certain extent, by methods such as Kj rul 's model reduction 23] and the network reduction described in 14], both based on work by Shachter 32] ; loss of information may occur if there were conditional dependencies amongst the successors of deleted nodes.
In our domain, often the central interest is the positions of the agents, i.e the POS i (T) nodes would be the designated world nodes. A very simple example of when ambiguity about the past is no longer relevant is illustrated in Figure 17 , where there are 2 regions, 1 sensor and two agents (initial position unknown). The observed data are two successive dir1 crossings. Assuming no uncertainty in the data, from this the DBN infers that both agents were initially in R 1 and at T 2 both agents must be in R 2 . Unless the DBN receives additional evidence from another source, the uncertainty in the world state at T 1 will never be resolved. The domain speci c condition for pruning is then 8i; 9j belief(POS i (T 2 ) = r j ) = 1. In general for this domain, if we know the positions of N K of the N agents, then the state space of an POS node is reduced from M N to M N?(N K ) . Suppose that a node V(T) has no predecessors, and its state is known to be s i . When its other states s j 6 = s i are deleted the conditional probability tables of its successors nodes must be updated to re ect this. Take a successor node U, which must be an instance for either T, or T+1. Any probability distribution entry of the form P(U=sj ... V(T)=s j ...) = x, where s j 6 = s i , must be deleted, since s j has been deleted. After such a revision of the conditional probability table for U, there may be states of U which are impossible, as de ned by: 8 Conditioning Cases cc, s.t. P(U=s imposs j cc) = 0. All such states s imposs may then be deleted, and the pruning procedure performed recursively on U's successors. During subsequent network expansions, the network construction algorithm can use the same check on the conditioning cases to remove impossible states as new nodes are added.
Suppose the environment consists of M regions, in a linear arrangement, containing a single agent known to be in R j at time T: belief(POS(T) = r j ) = 1. Pruning this known root node cuts its space size from M to 1. The only non-zero conditioning cases (ignoring heading and assuming movement in either direction is equiprobable) for OJB(T+1) are: P(POS(T+1)=r j j MOTION i (T) = stat, POS(T)=r j )=1 P(POS(T+1)=r j+1 j MOTION i (T) = move, POS(T)=r j )=0.5 P(POS(T+1)=r j?1 j MOTION i (T) = move, POS(T)=r j )=0. 5 Using pruning propagation, all states except for r j?1 , r j , and r j+1 are deleted from POS(T+1). The e ect of this exact pruning is to reduce the states of POS i (T+1) to the known previous position or adjacent positions, using the physical constraints represented in the conditional probabilities. Experimental results showing how exact pruning based on initialisation information reduces the join-tree cost 14], a measure of the cost of network inference using the Jensen version of the Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter algorithm, are given in 28].
Assumptions
While this exact pruning technique clearly reduces the search space, it is not su cient for controlling the inference complexity; if there is no initialisation information, no pruning will be performed, and even with initialisation information, if the DBN models sensor failure then there is always a small chance that the data is incorrect. This means that at no subsequent time frame T i will the state of all designated world nodes W 1 (T i ), ..., W q (T i ) be known, and no further pruning will be performed. Heuristic pruning, a form of approximation is required. As for all approximation methods, the problem of contradictions may arise later, in which case backtracking must take place; hence some sort of assumption structure about the world and observation data must be retained.
Consider the situation when driving down a highway, where a driver usually begins with the assumption that the car's speedometer is providing the correct speed. She then uses observations about how fast and often she is passing other cars to infer the speed of other cars on the road. Suppose the speedometer reading is 55 m.p.h, and the driver notices that she is passing every other car on the road quite rapidly. The resulting inference that all the other cars on the road are travelling at 35 m.p.h or less contradicts another belief about the world, i.e. that cars usually travel at about 60 m.p.h on highways. In this case, the driver must recall the original assumption that the speedometer is working and question its validity.
In 28] we outline a method of making assumptions using thresholds which can be used in conjunction with the pruning mechanism described in the previous section. The basis of making a pruning decision is the tradeo between the savings on execution of the inference versus the likelihood of making an error; investigation of the nature of this tradeo is an area for future research.
Other changes in DBN structure over time In Section 3 we described the network for monitoring all regions, all sensors and all agents at all times. More realistically, we would like the monitoring system to be able to focus on areas where events are more likely to occur. For example, consider only those regions which contain agents, or regions which are adjacent to such regions. The automated pruning described in this section facilitates this focusing. For example, if no agent is in a region r, then none of the state spaces for POS nodes will contain r, hence the region node R j (T) will have a state space contain only the value 0; a crossing event node for a sensor dividing two such empty regions will be pruned to take only the value nc. During dynamic construction, the monitoring system may exclude such empty regions and non-event nodes.
In Section 3 we assumed that the number of agents, and the number and spatial layout of regions and sensors was xed and known. For the DBN to handle agents entering and leaving, an additional state, r outside must be added to represent the external environment. If we receive data about the crossing of a barrier from region R j to the outside, any agent which is in R j may have caused the crossing. If the data is assumed correct and there is only one agent which may have generated the observation, the higher level controller of the DBN then deletes the POS i and associated world nodes from the list of agents in the environment, and the various states of other nodes are updated accordingly. The opposite is true if an agent enters; we assume exactly one agent enters and it is given a new identi cation number, N + 1.
World nodes for this agent (position, mobility, heading and possibility history) are added. Of course an agent may re-enter the environment, however to do otherwise than treat it as a new agent requires identi cation, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
There are circumstances when a monitoring system must dynamically change the spatial representation of the environment; two changes for our example domain are as follows. (1) Suppose that the system infers that a sensor is defective, i.e. belief(BC-INV i (T) = def) = 1. If light beam sensor i divides regions R j and R k , then the two regions can be merged into a single larger region. Changes need only be made in the static representation of the environment which is used to construct the new parts of the network. (2) If a previously closed door is opened, and the doorway is monitored by a sensor, two regions are merged in the same way. Similarly, if a previously open door is closed, a region must be divided into two.
Related Work
Other researchers have used belief networks in dynamic domains, where the world changes and the focus is reasoning over time. Such dynamic applications include Dean et al.'s work on robot navigation, planning and map learning, based on temporal belief networks, 14] and Andreassen et al.'s work on monitoring diabetes over time 3]. The DBN monitoring system described in this paper may be described by Kj rul 's formal computational scheme for reducing and expanding dynamic probabilistic networks 23]. Agogino et al. 1] use real-time in uence diagrams for diagnostic reasoning, monitoring and controlling mechanical systems; the diagrams do not have a temporal dimension, and they are not dynamically constructed. Fung 16] extends the work in 26] to include dependent targets within a Bayesian Network framework, focusing on strategic situation assessment; this system is also based on data-driven model construction, although both the details of model construction, and network structure di er substantially from that described in this paper. Dagum et al. 10 ] present a probabilistic forecasting methodology using dynamic network models, using an example model for forecasting U.S. car sales in Japan. In this work the focus is more on the prediction and decision theoretic aspects of the problem.
Provan 30] also addresses the tradeo s between model adequacy and computation feasibility when dynamically constructing Temporal In uence Diagrams, and makes similar suggestions for tailoring the network and limiting how many variables are considered for each time interval. He also considers how to perform model selection to minimize some measure of predictive accuracy; the methods he proposes for evaluating the accuracy and e ciency of the tradeo s are applicable to our dynamic model construction, particularly making assumptions as described in Section 6.
TNT, a development environment for building temporal networks for the planning domain 22], may prove useful for developing monitoring applications. However, there are signi cant di erences between the planning and monitoring domains. In the planning domain, such as the work of Dean et al., the aim is to choose a sequence of actions over a set number of time slices which miximize some utility function on the world and observation nodes at some time in the future, hence often the focus in on a comparatively xed structure. The expected duration of the action rather than the observations determines the connections between time slices. In the planning domain, the complexity of the structure is even more crucial than in the monitoring domain since multiple evaluations of the planning network is performed to nd which sequence of actions is the best.
Conclusions
We have described the development of a monitoring system which uses sensor observation data about discrete events to construct dynamically a probabilistic model of the world, in the form of a Dynamic Belief Network. While the basic dynamic construction of the network is data-driven, we have shown that combining event sensor data with information about agent's behaviour and knowledge already contained within the model allows the model construction process to control the size and complexity of the network. We illustrated the approach with a case study involving the monitoring of robot vehicles and people using light-beam sensor data. We described more complex network structures to address two speci c monitoring problems, sensor validation and the Data Association Problem, where the monitoring system uses knowledge contained within the network | a con ict, or the inability to disambiguate between alternatives | to determine when such additional structures are required. While we have described the use of knowledge based pruning during dynamic construction, investigation of the tradeo in this approximation method between reducing computational complexity and the inaccuracy of the model is an area for future research.
